FinTech and InsurTech disruptor novae
launches cross-border, all-digital, mobile-first,
white-label loyalty platform
Visa is one of the companies that has
adopted the solution for use by issuing
member banks
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, UNITED STATES,
July 25, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- San
Francisco, July 25, 2018 – Global
FinTech and InsurTech disruptor novae
has launched novaeplatform, a usercentric, universal, cross-border, allnovae logo
digital, mobile-first, white-label loyalty
platform for banks that enables
consumers and merchants to redeem
points anytime, anywhere (online, in-store and while traveling), from any device (mobile, desktop
or wearable) and using any payment method (credit, debit, points or split payment).
novae, in partnership with Visa, customized the loyalty platform for use by Visa issuing member
banks, and Visa is marketing the solution as Visa Loyalty Solutions (VLS).
"Loyalty programs can help banks attract and retain cardholders and promote incremental
spending. But small-to-medium-sized banks may not have the resources or know-how to build
and maintain a loyalty platform," explained novae Head of Ventures Sergio Arana.
"novaeplatform lets them compete successfully against larger financial institutions with a whitelabel solution offering top-of-the-line rewards and customer care, same-day activation, easy
administration, online access and no transfer fees--a platform they can adapt to their loyalty
strategies and brand as their own."
For end users, novaeplatform is a universal payment solution featuring a frictionless and secure
digital payment method that lets them combine debit cards, credit cards and rewards points into
a single purchase. It puts customer satisfaction front and center by imposing zero transaction
fees on point redemptions, charging the same price for products and services purchased with
points as paid with cash, offering rewards over rewards (bonus points for customers that have
reached certain loyalty levels) and immediately posting rewards to cardholder accounts following
each transaction.
While most loyalty platforms require cardholders to call contact centers to redeem their points,
banks and cardholders using novaeplatform can access multiple interactive customer support
channels such as voice, chatbot, videochat and communications leveraging artificial intelligence
(AI).
Not only did novae create the technology behind novaeplatform, but it also created the
program's network of rewards offers, keeping in mind that customers often use some or all of
their points for international travel. Thanks to a partnership with Expedia and a metasearch
engine that finds the best price for the products and services customers seek, novaeplatform

offers cross-border travel and entertainment benefits, letting cardholders redeem points, enjoy
preferential pricing or get exclusive deals at hundreds of thousands of hotels and hundreds of
airlines as well as car rental companies, tours, amusement parks and other entertainment
options around the world.
novaeplatform can be customized for use not only by financial institutions, but also hotels,
restaurants and other retailers.
For a video demo, visit wearenovae.com/videos.
About novae
novae leverages disruptive technologies to provide superior user experiences. We make mobile
transactions, communications and other business-consumer interactions faster, easier and more
enjoyable on any platform. Headquartered in San Francisco and with a business and innovation
hub in Miami, an InsurTech hub in London and shared service centers in Buenos Aires and
Bogotá, novae has clients across the Americas and Europe. novae is part of a&a Co, a global
equity investment company based in San Francisco and focused on creating, acquiring and
investing in artificial intelligence (AI), mobile services and payments/loyalty ventures. novae’s
strategic partners include Visa, CyberSource, BPP, Expedia and Canopius Syndicate at Lloyd’s.
Investors in novae include the private debt and equity capital funds CASEIF III LP and ExWorks
Capital LLC.
For more information, visit us at wearenovae.com (mobile-only experience) or on Twitter or
LinkedIn.
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